As the "new" economic sociology reaches middle-age, the time is right for reflection and re-assessment. There are promising signs. Instead of slumping into middle-age complacency or angst, the field bubbles with an exciting spectrum of alternative explanations for economic activity. In particular, a talented new generation of economic sociologists is taking inventory of standard frameworks and key concepts which successfully propelled the field in its earlier stages. This journal"s issue showcases an encouraging range of such fresh and promising theoretical agendas and empirical territories.
My paper contributes to this invigorating conversation by proposing an alternative relational account of economic activity. In brief, in all economic action, I argue, people engage in the process of differentiating meaningful social relations. For each distinct category of social relations, people erect a boundary, mark the boundary by means of names and practices, establish a set of distinctive understandings that operate within that boundary, designate certain sorts of economic transactions as appropriate for the relation, bar other transactions as inappropriate, and adopt certain media for reckoning and facilitating economic transactions within the relation. I call that process relational work.
I certainly did not start out as a relational analyst. In my earlier efforts to understand interactions among economic activities, interpersonal relations, and shared culture, I focused on showing how cultural transformations generated changes in people"s treatments of economic and social dilemmas, such as the adoption of life insurance in the face of strong taboos against monetizing human life. Gradually, I moved from cultural social history to closer analysis of economic activity. In particular two problems began occupying the center of my work: how interpersonal negotiations actually transform both available culture and personal relations and how such negotiated interpersonal relations shape the accomplishment of concrete economic activity.
Much of my conversion occurred during enlightening conversations with Charles
Tilly, brilliant relational advocate, and then took specific shape in the classroom. Starting in 1998, teaching economic sociology for the first time (with such outstanding students as Nina Bandelj in that initial cohort and Fred Wherry some years later, both contributors to this issue) forced me to think hard about the field in ways I seldom considered while sequestered within my own research projects.
I had made only a single foray into such broader explorations ten years earlier, in an essay "Beyond the Polemics of the Market."
1 Impatient with stale complaints against standard economic models, I argued instead for the need to move forward by creating positive alternative frameworks for studying markets. Existing interdisciplinary efforts were, in my view, hampered by either an excessive cultural absolutism or narrow structural reductionism. In an effort to transcend such dichotomies, my call for a multiple markets approach offered a middle course designed to capture the complex historical, cultural, and social structural variability of economic life. But my well-intentioned proposal for an interactive scheme did not yet lay out a sufficiently specific blueprint for studying market activity.
As I continued searching for superior ways of explaining economic activity to my students, I felt constrained not only by certain features of mainstream economic sociology"s theoretical apparatus but also by the field"s continuing privileging of firms and markets as research sites. In fact, at first I felt such an outsider to that world that I almost decided against teaching economic sociology. Where, I wondered, were studies of households, consumption, informal economies, gift exchanges and more? After all, were those sites not part of an economic world deserving of serious attention? And what precisely, I asked, constituted the economic activity described as "embedded" in social relations and structures? If they are not simply equalizing resources, maximizing advantage, or reducing risk, what exactly are people doing when they engage in the economic activities of production, consumption, distribution, and transfer of assets? Why and how did shared meanings, so marginalized by economic sociology"s emphatically structural models, matter? Over the years, a relational approach gradually emerged as part of the effort to answer such questions.
My paper first identifies and explains key features of a relational approach to economic activity focusing primarily on the concept of relational work. The paper then turns to the case of monetary earmarking as a crucial relational work practice. How, I ask, does a relational work approach contribute to the explanation of monetary practices? In what ways does relational earmarking differ from behavioral economics" influential mental accounting theory of monetary differentiation? I conclude with some suggestions for further research.
FROM RELATIONAL EMBEDDEDNESS TO RELATIONAL WORK
In the early 1980s, as economic sociologists took on economists" standard accounts, they focused their efforts on demonstrating that social organization served as crucial context for shaping individual action. Context analysts examined standard economic phenomena, such as labor markets, commodity markets, or corporations, showing how social organization constrained or facilitated the options of economic actors. They spoke about the "embeddedness" of economic phenomena in social processes, centering their analyses on organizational structures and interpersonal networks.
Centering explanation on individual choice within constraint, this context approach made the implicit assumption that economists had gotten at least some phenomena, such as bargaining, right. What was missing, according to the economic sociologists? Economists, argued context theorists, had neglected the social context that mattered, such as previously existing connections among potential economic partners. As Mark Granovetter explained in a 1988 interview with Richard Swedberg:
What I mean by "embeddedness" is that the economic action of individuals as well as larger economic patterns, like the determination of prices and economic institutions, are very importantly affected by networks of social relationships. I think that for the economic action of individuals the embeddedness of individuals in networks of social relations is in most contexts extremely important, and you rarely see this taken into account in economic arguments. 2 Context analysts injected a crucial sociological voice into the analysis of economic phenomena, vigorously shaking up orthodox economic models" fundamental precepts. It"s time, however, to probe further, moving as Randall Collins has urged "beyond embedding." 3 Over a decade ago, in his Structures sociales de l'économie, Pierre Bourdieu similarly pushed for bolder explanations of the economy, impatiently declaring that: "Strategies aimed at "correcting" the errors or omissions of a paradigm without challenging the paradigm itself . . . remind me of Tycho Brahe's heroic efforts to save Ptolemy's geocentric model from the Copernican revolution." 4 Blasting its "residual economism," Greta Krippner offers a more sustained, trenchant critique of embeddedness. 5 Embeddeness theorists, most notably network analysts, Krippner claims, have left "the hard core of instantaneous market transacting outside the realm of economic sociology." 6 By dividing the world of relations into embedded and arm"s-length ties, for example, the field perpetuates the illusion of an asocial market sphere. Thus, paradoxically, "the concept of embeddedness posits that the world of the market exists apart from society even as it attempts to overcome that divide." 7 Isabelle This Saint-Jean echoed this critique in L' Année sociologique:
When authors state that "economic facts" are "embedded" in the social . . . they suppose that there is something we can identify as "economic" which at the same time can be distinguished from the "social" . . . In a way, they are themselves drawing the boundary they are trying to question. 8 The objections multiply. Alejandro Portes starts off his lucid assessment of economic sociology"s theoretical corpus complaining about the "disturbing return to "embeddedness" as if it were everything that, by way of theoretical contribution, contemporary economic sociology has to offer." 9 Still worse, he later notes, the concept of embeddedness, a meta-theoretical assumption, is often erroneously treated as an explanatory mechanism, which results in impoverished accounts of specific economic transactions. Voicing similar concerns, Fred Block posits that "despite twenty years of work, embeddedness has not generated a robust set of concepts that help us to make sense of different types of economic activity." 10 And in a 2006 interview Michel Callon impatiently declared that unless their approaches become more experimental, the social sciences are condemned to an ineffectual incantation of "embeddedness! embeddedness! hoping this magical word will disqualify economic theory." 11 Why the embeddedness-bashing? We can explain it in part as a predictable historical shift in paradigms. Embeddedness certainly has had its day, profoundly transforming our understandings of economic activity. We might therefore expect that the field is ripe for a conceptual shift. More substantively, however, for many of its critics embeddedness does not go far enough in debunking standard economic models. Skeptics complain that the concept typically assumes a social container within which economic processes, not fully conceived as socially constituted, operate. In this view, social relations, Krippner and Alvarez note, "affect the economy from the outside." 12 Harrison White made that point forcefully in Markets from Networks: "Producers are not just embedded in a market, as the sociologist Mark Granovetter (1985) would argue." Instead, White notes, "they actually constitute the market"s interface in, and as the set of, their perceptions and choices."
13 David Stark likewise challenges embeddedness" lingering allegiance to what he calls "Parson"s Pact" by which sociologists agree to lay claim "on the social relations in which economies are embedded," but not the economy itself. 14 To move forward, therefore, economic sociology must become even more transgressive by focusing on the meaningful and dynamic interpersonal transactions that make up all forms of economic activity. In this alternative view, negotiated interpersonal transactions, not the individual, become the starting point for social processes. Once we agree with the premise that economic transactions are fundamentally social interactions, the search is on for a better theory of social process to account for economic activity. A relational work approach moves towards such a theory. It posits that in all areas of economic life people are creating, maintaining, symbolizing, and transforming meaningful social relations. As they do so, moreover, they are carrying on cultural symbolic work. The goal, therefore, is to study variability and change in those social relations.
As dominant paradigms shift, so do the problems available for investigation. 15 Examining economic phenomena as the formation and negotiation of relations as well as the construction of meaning and the organization of categories, a relational work approach broadens economic sociology"s subject matter. It certainly includes firms and markets but also ranges over households, immigrant networks, informal economies, welfare transfers, organ donations, and more. In the process, it breaks down artificial boundaries between the supposedly sturdier "real" economic spheres such as firms and corporations and allegedly peripheral or less seriously economic domains.
To be sure, relational approaches within sociology have a long tradition which in the past decade or so has gained increasing visibility and influence. What"s more, within contextual economic sociology, namely what Mark Granovetter calls "relational embeddedness" studies, scholars have centered their analyses on the variable configuration and strength of social relations. 16 Concentrating on what Brian Uzzi vividly describes as "the network architecture of material exchange relationships" these studies have repeatedly demonstrated, often with sophisticated models, how networks shape economic performance and individual decision-making. 17 The goal here, however, is not to review this vast literature"s contributions or its limitations, but to redirect our efforts. The objective is to move beyond an approach that centers on "embedding relations" --how existing social ties constrain or facilitate economic activity --towards one that focuses on "constitutive relations." How can we analyze the continuously negotiated and meaningful interpersonal relations which constitute economic activity? What else beyond efficient outcomes, risk reduction, or economic performance guides the relational process?
The concept of relational work offers an entry into those relations" content, variation, and change. By relational work, I mean the creative effort people make establishing, maintaining, negotiating, transforming, and terminating interpersonal relations. Relational work goes on continuously, shaping boundaries which differentiate relations that might become confused with deleterious consequences for one party, both parties, or third parties.
Does relational work apply exclusively to the management of economic transactions? Certainly not. People engage in relational work as they negotiate and differentiate their ties to others in multiple domains of their lives, including religious, political, civic, or other social interactions. The specific contours and elements of relational work of course vary, since meanings and practices will diverge. Exploring relational work for economic activity, however, dramatizes the process as it occurs in a domain supposedly impervious to such efforts. This expansive definition is also how Tilly conceptualized relational work. More generally, during the last fifteen or so years of his life, Tilly unceasingly pursued a relational agenda for sociology, arguing that interpersonal exchanges have a logic that doesn"t reduce to individual consciousness or to location within social structure. Interaction, he was determined to demonstrate, produces structure. Startling his followers by shifting his analytical lens away from "big structures, large processes, and huge comparisons," Tilly"s Why? closely examined smallscale relational processes. 18 Intrigued by the variety of reasons people give to account for their behavior, Tilly proposed a relational account of such reason-giving. Why? uses a simple scheme to survey how and why people offer explanations, excuses, justifications, and accounts. It makes a compelling case for reason giving as a way of creating, maintaining, transforming, or terminating interpersonal relations. Specifically, reason-giving, in TIlly"s view, performed four kinds of crucial relational work: "creation of new relations, confirmation of existing relations, negotiating shared definitions of the relations at hand, and repairing damaged relations." 19 Notice for example, he tells us, how people repair relations by justifying their actions, as when "someone who has inflicted damage on someone else tells a story to show that the damage was inadvertent or unavoidable and therefore, despite appearances, does not reflect badly on the relationship between giver and receiver.The phrase "I"m sorry, but . . . " often starts a story that does relational repairs." It thus performs relational work. 20 The idea of relational work, Tilly buoyantly declared, "sings out." 21 To be sure, multiple versions exist of relational work. If you Google the term, you find over seven million entries ranging from management advice (how relational work contributes to the bottom line) to politeness studies" linguistic analyses (polite and impolite speech and behavior as part of people"s relational work). Most significantly, however, feminist scholars, whether actually using the term "relational work" or not, have amply documented the gendering of relational efforts. From Arlie Hochschild pathbreaking investigations of emotional labor, to the analysis of care work, feeding work, kin work, volunteer work, and more, studies have traced women"s crucial contributions (paid and unpaid) to the maintenance of relations. Moreover, feminist research, departing from standard network analyses, has paid serious attention to the substance and content of relations, not only their structure. As Fred Block observes: "the focus on relationships and emotional work has been one of feminism"s key empirical and theoretical contributions, and a systematic attention to the role of relational work in economic sociology might finally bring these concerns to the core of the sociological enterprise." 22 Note the irony that it may take feminist theory to bring relational work into the predominantly male economic sociology territory. 23 Relational work, in my own framework, certainly includes gender as one feature of relational efforts involved in economic activity. Introducing gender into what are ostensibly simply profit-maximizing economic transactions allows a window into the relational work involved in those transactions. More specifically, by studying gender we are able to observe participants in economic activity negotiating gender identities and relations where gender-blind economic analyses postulate the priority of interests and resources (the same would be true for other salient identities, such as race or ethnicity).
But relational work --the effort of establishing, maintaining, negotiating, transforming, and terminating interpersonal relations --is not only a gendered specialty. It applies more broadly to all participants in economic activity. What, then, are specific processes which make up relational work involving consumption, production, distribution, and asset transfer?
RELATIONAL PACKAGES AND RELATIONAL WORK: ORDINARY PRACTICES AND LEGAL DISPUTES.
Consider first four elements we find in all economic activities: 1) distinctive social ties: connections among individuals or groups involved in the economic activity.
2) a set of economic transactions: interactions and social practices conveying goods and services (e.g. compensation, gift, loan, bribe, theft). 3) media for those transactions: representations of rights to goods and services, often in the form of concrete tokens, ranging from state-issued legal tender or electronic monies, to more restricted forms such as credits in baby-sitting pools, casino chips, or food stamps. Media can also include such items as time, in-kind goods, or favors. 4) negotiated meanings: participants" understandings concerning the meanings of relations, transactions, and media including their moral valuation, combined with constant negotiation, modification, and contestation of those meanings.
Variable connections among such elements constitute what we can call relational packages. These consist of combinations among a) distinctive interpersonal ties, b) economic transactions, c) media, and d) negotiated meanings. Thus, the relationship between X and Y might fit into the category of friends or the category of lovers each with its own meanings, economic transactions, and media, determining for example who pays, how, when, for what, how much, how often, for how long, and with which currency. The identity or social category of transactors (e.g. gender, race, age) introduces further crucial variation in relational packages. 24 Relational work consists in creating viable matches among those meaningful relations, transactions, and media. 25 The actual character of the economic activity will therefore vary, and significantly, by features of the relations among transactors, type of transaction, and media. As they differentiate their social relations in this way, furthermore, people establish a boundary separating each relationship from others that resemble it in some regards. In Purchase of Intimacy I note that relational work becomes especially consequential when relations resemble others that have significantly different consequences for the parties. In such cases, people make extra efforts to distinguish the relations and marking their boundaries:
To the extent that two relations are easily confused, weighty in their consequences for participants, and/or significantly different in their implications for third parties, participants and third parties devote exceptional effort to marking what the relationship is and is not; distinctions among birth children, adopted children, foster children, and children taken in for day care, for instance, come to matter greatly for adult-child relations, not to mention relations to the children"s other kin.
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More generally, Purchase of Intimacy draws on the concepts of relational packages and relational work to explain how people manage "connected lives" as they establish multiple links between their economic transactions and intimate relations. Instead of viewing economic activity and intimate relations as two separate spheres hostile to each other, I identify how people constantly mingle economic activity with intimacy. But they do not do so randomly: it matters greatly that the type of economic transaction matches the meaning of the particular intimate relation.
Not any economic transaction is compatible with any intimate relation. On the contrary, people work hard to find economic arrangements that both confirm their sense of what the relationship is about and sustain it. If you are my casual girlfriend but not my wife we don"t share a checking account; if you are my patient but also my friend, I won"t charge you, but you might give me a gift. In the world of courtship, couples have historically differentiated among categories of relations: engagement, dating, treating, hooking-up, and more, marking those relations apart from both marriage and prostitution. In each case, we see participants engaging in delicate, consequential relational work as they match each of those relations to specific sets of economic transactions (such as varied forms of payments and gift exchanges) and media (money, engagement rings, and more).
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For a poignant illustration of relational work, take the case of Christine Oxley, drawn from a New York Times report about the consequences of the 2008 recession. Oxley became part of what the Times described as a growing "underground banking system" of jobless Americans turning to family members and friends for financial assistance. Fifty-six year old Christine and her husband had lost their jobs in 2008. Their troubles intensified after Mr. Oxley suffered a heart attack and the couple had no health insurance coverage for his hospitalization.
Forced to ask her elderly great-aunt for $40,000, Ms. Oxley insisted on drawing a legal contract that required payment within five years, despite the fact that the money would have been eventually hers as an inheritance. Oxley explains: "I wanted her to know I wasn"t going to walk away from this and I wasn"t trying to get a handout." She wanted to establish her aunt"s donation as a loan rather than a handout or even a down payment on a future inheritance. To preserve her dignity and independence, it mattered greatly to her, as it often to others in similar situations, to mark the relationship as lender-borrower, not benefactorwelfare recipient.
Legal disputes offer an illuminating window into how institutional third parties intervene in the arbitration of intimacy and economic activity. To be sure, intimate relations only become legal cases in rare circumstances; most of the time intimately connected people work out their differences without litigation. But once intimate disputes turn into legally contested economic transactions, we find courts engaging in a form of relational work which both parallels and differs from everyday practices. Courts, like ordinary people, do not segregate spheres of intimacy and economic transaction. Instead, they engage in their own complex process of matching certain forms of intimacy to particular types of economic transactions and media, making them subject to legal action -enforcement, compensation, and penalties.
Legal disputes, therefore, concern how those four elements -relations, transactions, media, and meanings -are defined and matched. Courts must first establish the relationship among the parties --e.g. is this a married couple or are they cohabitors? --before determining which are appropriate and legally valid transactions and media for that particular relation. A divorcing couple might contest, for example, whether an earlier purchase of an automobile from their pooled funds was a gift from spouse to spouse, a common investment in the household, or a business deal. How the law adjudicates among "relational packages" is certainly consequential for the parties involved. Note that in the case of the Oxleys, the Internal Revenue Service might question whether the monetary transaction between aunt and niece was indeed a loan or instead a covert --and therefore taxable --family gift.
To be sure, legal relational work is not confined to intimate disputes. Consider for instance legal scholar Noah Zatz"s novel examination of prison labor"s contested employment status. 29 There is no debate over the fact that in the U.S. inmates engage in extensive economic activity, from building furniture to what Zatz calls "prison housework" such as cleaning and cooking prison meals.
30 But do such efforts constitute "real" employment? What distinguishes an ordinary worker from an inmate laborer and more generally market employment from penal work? To answer this question, employment law, Zatz argues, relies on relational packages and relational work.
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Included within employment law"s relational package, Zatz shows us, we find conceptions of what constitute proper worker-employer relationships, economic transactions, and payment media. Such legally conceived "relational markers" as Zatz calls them serve as boundaries differentiating prison labor from ordinary employment. For instance, the employment relationship, conventionally defined as a freely entered wage contract between worker and employer, contrasts with prison workers" economic dependence on their employer (the prison) for basic subsistence needs of food, clothing, and shelter.
As for transactions, while a few courts, Zatz reports, define inmates" payments as "gratuities," most characterize payments as compensation for work. Yet the economic activity in which inmates engage is also at times classified as rehabilitation or job training, which frames the exchange as a non-economic therapeutic or educational transaction.
length. While Zatz explains that courts do not usually rely on such earmarking of prisoners" earnings to distinguish prison labor from market work, these particularized media nevertheless signal differences in categories of work. 33 Prison labor is further differentiated by restrictions on the circulation of inmate produced goods. 34 Legal definitions of prison-inmate relations, transactions, and media, while continuously contested, set the boundaries for a specific type of economic activity performed within the confines of a prison. Courts, Zatz explains, "Engage in relational work . . . invoking the presence or absence of various relational markers and assembling them into a coherent picture of the relational package that best fits prison labor." Such "relational packages" have direct consequences for prisoners" labor rights and responsibilities, including their right to demand minimum wage. 35 It also affects their tax status: for the IRS, for instance, inmates" earnings do not count as earned income for purposes of figuring the earned income credit.
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Courts" relational work, moreover, extends beyond adjudicating boundaries in particular prison labor cases. Because of their authoritative role, courts also provide influential templates for subsequent relational work. Prisons actively incorporate into their organization those relational markers recognized and enforced by the courts. Employment law, notes Zatz, does not merely regulate an existing labor market, but "is part of a constitutive legal environment." 37 Meanwhile, within their enclosed and tightly supervised world, prisoners themselves routinely engage in private forms of relational work as they negotiate their social ties with other prisoners and with guards. They differentiate those relations with varying forms of transactions, including compensation, barter, favors, blackmail, and gifts. And inmates regularly create their own accounting systems, inventing currencies for prisons transactions, most famously trading with cigarettes, sex, and drugs (After prisons banned smoking, mackerel seem to have replaced cigarettes as a popular exchange medium). 38 Still a different set of "relational packages" appear in prisoners" ties to wives, fiancés, and girlfriends, in which participants negotiate over a variety of economic transactions (gifts, payments, allowances, treating) and media (cash, food, clothing, calling cards). 39 The concept of relational work involved in economic activity --the matching of meaningful relations, media, and transactions --whether applied to private interactions or legal intervention provides analytical tools for analyzing the constitution of economic transactions. To further explore the approach, I focus next on monetary differentiation. How does a relational approach advance our understanding of how money works? More specifically, how do we explain money and more generally media as resources for relational work?
EARMARKED MONEY AS RELATIONAL WORK
As we have already seen, media, most notably money, are crucial components of relational packages and relational work. People regularly employ money as a means of creating, transforming, and differentiating their social relations and economic transactions. Countering standard models of a single, fungible money, for the past twenty years sociologists and other social analysts have begun mapping money"s pervasive differentiation; its integration into the whole range of interpersonal ties and economic transactions. 40 Money and other media are defined as flexible adaptations to multiple social ties rather than inevitably conforming to identical laws of exchange. This approach, furthermore, challenges rigid divisions between so-called "real" money consisting only of legal tender imposed by powerful political and financial authorities and other forms of socially created currencies. 41 Relational explanations attach multiple monies and monetary practices to social relations arguing that people regularly differentiate forms of monetary transfers in correspondence with their definitions of the sort of relationship that exists between them. They adopt symbols, rituals, practices, accounting systems, and physically distinguishable forms of money to mark distinct social relations. People work hard to maintain such distinctions: they care greatly about differentiating monies because payment systems are a powerful way in which they mark apart different social ties. Each of these ties has a different meaning and each one therefore calls for different forms and rituals of payment. Different currencies, as Randall Collins perceptively notes: "exist to differentiate the levels of capitalist markets today, from financial instruments accessible to the highest financial circles, down to the earmarked currencies of poor people"s welfare payments." 42 Consider the differentiation of household monies. Wives" earnings are often treated differently than their husbands" income, assigned particular uses, such as vacations, baby-sitting expenses, or a college fund. Such distinctions have a long tradition. In the early 20 th century, for instance, among U.S. farm families, women's egg money and butter-money were distinguished from their husbands' wheat money or corn-money. Her money provided for family daily expenses, his paid for mortgages and new machinery. And as more married women entered the labor force their earnings were dubbed as "pin money" often treated as a more frivolous income than their husband"s. Alice Kessler-Harris has shown how such distinctions mattered in determining married women"s wages in the 1920s. Regardless of women"s actual financial need or their skills, employers assumed her income was supplementary to male earnings. 43 The form, frequency, and timing of monetary transfers between parents and children, meanwhile, represent markers of their own distinct relationship. Consider what happens when standard "relational packages" are challenged, as with the growing phenomenon of "boomerang kids", adult children who for financial reasons return home to live with their parents. Should parents charge those children rent, require help with living expenses, or expect regular assistance with household chores? According to media reports, a great deal of variation exists among parental strategies, with some parents for instance requiring rent payments but refunding the money when the child moves out to live independently, as "a reward for good financial behavior." 44 As they work out such financial arrangements, parents and children are negotiating new definitions of their relationship: uncertain as to which is the "right" monetary transfer for their refashioned domestic economy. 45 Negotiations about informal exchanges across households reveal a different set of transactions, relations, and media, as well as their own, distinctive patterns of relational work. Colin C. Williams, for instance, uncovered a culture of what he calls "paid favours." 46 Interviewing households in urban neighborhoods of British cities about material help they gave or received from wider kin, acquaintances, and neighbors, Williams found that those favors were often compensated with money. In this system which Williams calls "not-for-profit monetized exchange," the payment turned out to be an important relational medium. In some cases, the money served to maintain social ties (e.g. it avoided souring relations in case the favor was not reciprocated) or as a mechanism for redistribution. Paying an outof-work relative for fixing a broken window for example was a way to dispense needed income as compensation for work rather than humiliating charity. As one employed woman explained: "it was a little job to give him [uncle] some pocket money." 47 Similarly, suppliers of favors often charged a relative for a job they would not afford to get done otherwise. In some cases, however, the payment was unacceptable, as when the supplier expected retribution in the form of a specific favor, such as baby-sitting. Moreover, Williams found that fees for paid favors varied contingent on the parties" relationship: for example, the closer the relation the more the price fell below the market norm. Among close relations, when the payment was intended to prevent unpleasantness in case of unreciprocated favors, no more than a token fee was expected, but the price increased for more distant social relations. 48 Similar relational work occurs outside households in the world of firms and corporations. Here too, people introduce monetary distinctions which serve to create and maintain significantly different sets of social relations and transactions; they correspond to distinct social ties and their meanings. Wage payment by the hour, for instance, implies a distinctly different sort of relation between employer and worker than an annual salary. Discretionary forms of payments such as bonuses or prizes represent their own categories of relations among the parties. When people struggle over such payments, of course, they often quarrel over the amount of money due but they also frequently fight over the form of payment and its appropriateness for the relation in question.
Take for instance the issue of perquisites. Calvin Morrill"s study of thirteen U.S. corporations identifies regular markers of boundaries between middle managers and top managers. In the case of top managers, corporations, reports Morrill, regularly paid for what some executives called multiple "goodies" including firstclass transportation (e.g. private planes and limos); child care at exclusive daycare centers; special office furniture and equipment (computers, health equipment, and Jacuzzis); plus miscellaneous items and functionaries (boats, private chefs, masseuses, athletic trainers, dog groomers, private security personnel). Top executives, notes Morrill, frequently measured their success in terms of access to such perquisites rather than sheer income alone. 49 Sometimes, relational boundaries are enforced by segmenting media. In her astute observation of futures traders, Caitlin Zaloom documents how traders discipline and focus their workplace efforts by creating a local market medium, the "ticks" or price intervals which measure trading gains and losses for a financial product. Traders, Zaloom found, translated their accounts" dollar balance into the "abstract market measurement" of ticks. Ticks furthermore remained segregated from traders" private dollars: "specific to the time and space of trade. [they are] not exchangeable for food, mortgage, tuitions, cars, and vacations that draw the trader into a web of relationships outside the market arena." 50 Thus, paradoxically, in order to construct a market currency, traders must first remove money"s persistent personal markers. "It takes orchestrated effort" Zaloom observes, "to maintain the segregation of market and "outside" currencies."
51 "Like poker chips," she adds, "ticks are tokens that belong to an enclosed world." 52 People thus perform relational work by means of multiple monetary distinctions. But how do they make such distinctions? One major set of practices people adopt repeatedly is the earmarking of currency so that its proper destination becomes obvious and compelling. Earmarking consists both of symbolic distinctions and of practices ranging from the keeping of cash in separate containers to the decoration of legal tender so that it becomes a personalized gift. Earmarking techniques fall into three broad categories:
1. Establishing social practices that sort otherwise identical media (for example, two $100 bank notes) into distinct categories depending on their destination or their source. Sometimes people do it by paying in a certain way (giving children an allowance), at a certain time of the year (employees" Christmas bonus), spending it for a designated person (mothers are more likely than fathers to spend household monies on their children), or for a specific purpose (migrants often demand that a particular share of the remittance money they send back home should be used for particular expenses, for example to buy a child"s clothing or school supplies).
2. Notice that earmarking corresponds to the socially-constructed boundaries of social relations: each of these currencies is acceptable for only some social relations and transactions. Monetary earmarking, thus, is a relational practice by which people perform relational work. The more delicate the relational work going on, moreover, the more extensive will be the earmarking of currencies. In his study of organ markets, for example, Kieran Healey has shown policymakers" efforts to earmark monies exchanged for organs. Staying away from direct cash payments to donors and their families, other more appropriate media are proposed, such as a stipend for donor families towards funeral expenses (paid directly to the funeral home), or a health insurance premium reduction for the donor. 55 Collins takes the argument about money"s variable relational significance even further by arguing that such distinctions underlie contemporary differentiations of economic class. "We are increasingly in a world," he states, "in which economic class is meaningful largely if one stays within the circuits of exchange that generated that money." 56 The "entire structure of social class," Collins concludes, can therefore be conceived as "a variety of circuits of money used to enact particular kinds of social relations." 57 The "upper class" for instance, engages "in circulating money as ownership, and in the process linking tightly with one another in webs of negotiation." At the other extreme, participants in illegal monetary circuits protect themselves against regulators by creating their own "rituals and symbols of every day encounters." 58 To further clarify the relational grounding of monetary differentiation, I turn to a comparison with an alternative explanation of earmarking.
EARMARKED MONEY AS MENTAL ACCOUNTING
With their ingenious model of mental accounts, behavioral economists have made parallel observations about monetary differentiation by showing how different media and economic activities occupy distinctive positions within a cognitive space. Richard Thaler, one of its leading proponents, defines mental accounting as "a set of cognitive operations used by individuals and households to organize evaluate, and keep track of financial activities." 59 People, for instance, often allocate their rent money, entertainment money, or investment money to separate mental accounts in ways which influence their consumption and savings choices. Unexpected funds, furthermore, seem to occupy a different cognitive space than a salary or other forms of routine income, even when the sums involved are identical. People are likely to spend such windfalls less cautiously and more rapidly.
What explains mental accounting? Thaler points to the efficiency of such strategies, suggesting they "evolved to economize on time and thinking costs and also to deal with self-control problems." 60 Jonathan Levav and Peter McGraw, meanwhile, add an intriguing affective variant to the categorization process, "warming" cognitive partitions with an "emotional accounting." 61 Here feelings evoked by particular kinds of money create "affective tags" which influence its uses. In a series of experiments, Levav and McGraw show how a negative tag on a windfall, for instance, means the emotionally tarnished money will be more likely to be spent (and thereby cleansed) on what they call virtuous (e.g. charity) or utilitarian products rather than hedonic goods. Among other results, they found respondents who received a cash gift from an uncle just diagnosed with a serious illness avoided purchasing a stereo with that money.
Note, however, that whether it"s Thaler"s efficiency explanation or an affective model, the focus remains on individual accounting. Relations appear (as with the uncle in the example) as context, but not explanation. A study of favor reciprocation actually subsumes relational processes into a cognitive theory of "relationship accounting" that parallels mental accounting. Here people create a mental ledger of favors offered vs. favors received. 62 Mental accounting thus represents the individual counterpart of relational earmarking; two distinguishable yet interdependent processes. One sees monetary variations as cognitive or emotional computations leading to often unexpected budgetary choices. The other sees monetary differentiation as emerging from interactions among persons and marking distinctive social relations and meaning systems.
The argument for individuals says that people earmark money for a wide variety of ultimate expenditures, some of which are quite personal and without external object --e.g. saving obsessively for a retirement that never comes. Earmarking for particular social relations simply constitutes in that view a special case. The argument for social relations says that earmarking for self-indulgence is the special case (self as object) of a general arrangement in which interacting people create special currencies for many, most, or even all different relationships.
Even self-indulgence, moreover, connects to others. If I decide to splurge an unexpected book royalty on a fancy pair of boots, I am deciding not to spend it on dinner out with friends or a new pair of sneakers for my child. Or if my grandmother gives me some money to spend on a vacation, my subsequent selfindulgence reproduces my relationship to her. The history of the relationship, moreover, will affect spending (as shown by Levav and MacGraw"s experiments). If I bear a grudge towards my grandmother for a past offense, I may deliberately spend the gifted money on something else than a vacation. If she dies before I spend the money, however, I might feel compelled to obey her wishes. 63 The distinction between individual and relational accounting is more than rhetorical: in the first view we might expect a given person"s array of special monies to display a lot of stability and to vary considerably among persons as a function of life history; in the second, we might expect otherwise disparate people who are closely connected to have similar arrays of special monies. Those expectations differ significantly. However, because life histories and social relations intertwine we should expect difficulty at times in distinguishing sharply between both types of accounting.
Still, the effort is necessary. While mental accounting clarifies crucial features of monetary earmarking, if we stop at individual mechanisms we explain only select features of the process. Most cognitively-or emotionally-established categories remain mysterious unless we understand that they emerge from social interaction and their content depends on that interaction. They become means of relational work. The relative value assigned in mental accounts to gains and losses should therefore vary depending on the consequences of that accounting for relations to others. When we earmark money for our child"s college fund, for instance, we are affirming our parental relationship to that child. On the other hand, by gambling the money away we would seriously undermine that connection -unless the gambling was a means to obtain monies for some morally justifiable goal and similarly valued relation, such as subsidizing another child"s emergency surgery.
To compare both perspectives, take the case of Christmas savings clubs. From a standard economic perspective, these low or no interest savings accounts remain puzzling arrangements. Why should people relinquish profit by depositing money in restricted accounts? Mental accounting proponents, however, explain depositors" apparent irrationality as evidence of how individuals use institutions for self-control or as precommitment devices, in this case protecting themselves from using those funds for other purposes. 64 Yet the history of Christmas savings clubs suggests that these accounts also guarded funds away from specific others. 65 It appears that during the clubs" heyday in the early half of the 20 th -century most users were working-class wives. The women likely relied on the clubs as a valuable institutional device for safeguarding holiday monies from other household members, especially their husbands. Indeed, the Christmas money was often reserved for domestic necessities such as a washing machine or a daughter's new coat. For housewives without access to earned income, moreover, the segregated Christmas money spared them from what was often considered the humiliating need to extract gift money from their wage-earning husbands. 66 Thus, not only individual self-control but negotiated household relations accounted for at least some of the Christmas clubs" great success in the US. More specifically, Christmas clubs deposits were partly an outcome of relational work by wives, husbands, and children (and perhaps other kin) contesting which monies were to be spent, by which family member, when, for what purposes, for which recipient. For wives, the earmarking of Christmas money increased, albeit weakly, their financial autonomy vis a vis their husband.
Currently, aside from respectful mutual references, the mental accounting literature and relational analyses of money remain ensconced within their own domains with no sustained effort at serious collaboration. In his presidential address to the American Economic Association, George Akerlof took some steps for a possible rapprochement. Mental accounting explanations of people"s consumption practices, Akerloff urged, should consider causal effects of decision-makers" norms about "how money should be spent." 67 In this valuable model, however, norms remain principles internalized by individuals, a crucial "missing motivation" that nonetheless does not include in a systematic way norms" relational grounding. What still is missing, therefore, are social relations. Norms along with mental accounts and practices are continuously affirmed, challenged, and transformed by our relations to others. 68 Monetary differentiation as relational work opens up an exciting research agenda. Relational work theorists must specify when and how monetary earmarking emerges from, sustains, or challenges relations to others. We need to identify or even predict patterns in the ways people match various types of relationships with monetary differentiation: why and how does it matter who earns the money, who spends it, on what, and when? Can we anticipate where, how, and when certain forms of earmarking monies emerge and change? When are earmarks more likely to be contested and by whom? Can we expect different types of earmarking techniques by social class? When do people resist monetary earmarking preferring instead the ambiguity of unmarked funds as a relational strategy? 69 If social relations are central we should find that: a) others characteristically have some say in an individual"s expenditure of earmarked money, b) holders of special money spend it only on particular others, or at least on particular classes of others; c) recipients of certain kinds of money will spend that income differently depending on the social tie with the provider; d) changes in monetary usage will correspond closely to changes in social relations, e.g. those that occur with age or disability; e) expressions of anger, shame, and resistance at processes (e.g. imprisonment, expulsion from a country, inflation) that erase important distinctions among monies and the corresponding social relations.
Finally, how durable are earmarks? Earmarking practices are obviously reversible. But are they erasable? We need to explore when and how established forms of monetary earmarking reverse or break down, including what Callon calls the process of "departicularizing" currencies which are "entangled in networks of circulation and bearing the marks of the attachments binding it." 70 What sorts of negotiation and rituals are involved in moving monies across boundaries? We should expect that some earmarks will be long-lasting (token institutional currencies); some earmarks carrying strong moral or sentimental attachments will stick perhaps forever, limiting both uses and users (inheritance); while some earmarks will turn out to be volatile and short-lived (lottery winnings). 71 Noting the difficulty in efforts to "disentangle" money, Callon makes a vivid comparison between a financier"s attempts to launder money earned through illegal activities with Lady Macbeth attempts to remove that famous spot of incriminating blood. 72 A relational approach to earmarking therefore focuses the analysis on how monetary differentiation is one crucial way in which people manage their social ties to others. Indeed, when partners to a relation violate accepted earmarks, as in my earlier example of a parent gambling away money from his/her child"s college fund, the culprit will have to engage in the kind of "repair" relational work Tilly identified (see p. 6 this paper) by, for instance, finding ways to justify their actions and preserve the relationship (or terminate it if repair is impossible).
The process and significance of monetary earmarking, however, goes beyond the cases of interpersonal negotiation I have examined. It represents a fundamental feature of modern capitalist economies. Contrary to the presumption that modernity and the expansion of markets led to a homogeneous legal tender, we find instead that not only people, but states and organizations created highly distinctive uses of money and they worked hard (although not always successfully) to keep earmarked funds segregated. Indeed, between the 1870s and 1930s, governments and other institutions invented extensive systems of earmarking public and private monies precisely as a national market system was being consolidated in the U.S., as industrial capitalism flourished, as consumerism boomed, and as the government worked hard to achieve a centralized, uniform legal tender. 73 Consider for instance the creation of federal trust funds, which in contrast to general revenues, are directed to specific programs and obtain their income from earmarked taxes. Social Security, our most prominent trust fund, was so designated by Congress in 1939 to be financed by payroll-taxes and its uses restricted to workers" retirement benefits. Trust funds, as political scientist Eric Patashnik has shown, are financial devices designed to assure long-term political commitments to constituents. 74 As "consciously crafted political mechanisms intended by their designers to bind the government to its promises to the public," trust funds, while often contentious and financially unstable, do crucial political relational work. 75 Patashnik notes that although no actual "separate drawer" exists in the Treasury to safekeep Social Security cash, formally differentiating trust funds from general tax receipts facilitates oversight of its proper uses. It also enhances the program"s "moral potency." 76 Through often elaborate and contested processes, earmarking, therefore, blocks money"s fungibility in both public and private life. With varying techniques, governments, organizations, and people fashion monies that match distinct kinds of relations and transactions. 77 As a result, earmarked money becomes a tool for interpersonal as well as political relational work. The outcome of such efforts, as we have seen, can be as consequential for public policy as it is for our personal transactions.
NEXT STEPS
Paying serious attention to relational work --the matching of meaningful relations, transactions, and media --unlocks a wide-ranging set of unexplored possibilities and research scenarios for explaining economic activity. While building on the contributions made by embeddedness theory, we should seize new options for broadening and redirecting future investigations. This paper takes some modest first steps in that direction. Here are a few examples of the sort of questions we might pursue:
What determines the kind of social relation that people establish for different sorts of economic transactions, such as buying a used car or renting an apartment? Conversely, how do the kinds of social relations already existing among the parties to an economic action affect its character and outcome? When buying a house, what difference does it make if buyer and seller are kin, friends, or strangers connected by a real estate agent?
How does the expansion of a certain kind of transaction in a given type of relation, for instance, an increase in asymmetrical gifts or a shift from payment by performance as opposed to flat rates affect a relationship? Or how does the breakup of a relationship redefine both economic transactions and type of media among the parties involved?
Beyond such specific queries, here are three general issues for future exploration: creativity vs. constraints in relational work; relational variation, and the scope of relational work.
Creativity vs. constraints. By exploring the constant negotiation of economic transactions and media, including the creation of new media, relational work emphasizes the creativity of interpersonal relations. Monetary media and economic practices thus emerge as eminently flexible adaptations to multiple social ties. This raises (at least) two issues:
First, how do we reconcile such interpersonal creativity with the existence of power, inequality, and domination? How do we strike a balance between invigorating voluntarism and steely determinism? Surely monetary differentiation serves as an instrument and marker of inequality. Any account of gender or other forms of categorical differentiation and inequality will show for instance how certain forms of currency enforce the dependency of discriminated or subservient populations. The history of welfare provision teems with examples of how variable forms of support, ranging from in-kind provisions, regulated cash relief, or restricted food stamps, impose choices and behaviors on recipients. Yet the histories of these currencies also demonstrate that people, however powerless, find ways to contest dominant systems of earmarking, redirecting the uses of their restricted funds in ways that define, maintain, and sometimes transform their social lives.
In order to further explore the issue of social agency, we need among other things to differentiate between top-down forms of monetary earmarking, such as those instituted by the state or other powerful agencies and bottom-up differentiations created by people"s everyday relations.
Second, how does the matching of relations/transactions/ media work? What determines the content of relational work? How, more specifically, do we account for institutions and institutionalized relations? In her insightful comments on Purchase of Intimacy, Julia Adams half-jokingly speculated that my argument "represents social action as so subtle . . . in its multiple matching processes that we have to wonder whether people will need portable computers to make such complicated calibrations." They don"t, she continues, because "discourses and relations on which we rely to do our daily relational work are fairly schematized." 78 Granted, people"s creative adaptations operate within boundaries set by historically accumulated meanings, legal constraints, and structural limits. Social relations, transactions, and media each come with histories and cultural packages we cannot shed. As a matter of common sense, for instance, people within a given culture recognize differences in shared meanings, operating rules, and boundaries between the relations waitress/customer, waitress/restaurant owner, waitress/cook. People therefore draw from institutional supports, widely available cultural templates, and available practices as they match relations, transactions, and media. Part of a future agenda should therefore include systematic exploration of such cultural, historical, and institutional variation in the assembling of relational packages.
Nevertheless locally specific negotiation constantly takes place. After all, no master blueprint hovers above pre-determining the multiple matches among relations, transactions, and media. People do not simply adopt categories from the surrounding culture. Instead they constantly negotiate and create new matches and adaptations, often transforming existing ideas and practices. That is why we will repeatedly find mismatches, as people offer the wrong currency for a particular relation or engage in an offensive transaction in another.
Relational work is thus not only complex and constant but often also highly contested. Disputes arise when parties to an interaction have contradictory understandings of the relationship, when their values clash, when they are pursuing conflicting interests, or when there is a significant imbalance in their access to resources and power. Controversy can also surface when the parties have adopted different techniques for earmarking, especially when the preferred techniques of one party mean something different and undesirable to the other party.
Because often the "raw materials" of relations, transactions, and media remain sufficiently vague or unscripted, the outcome of relational work is necessarily contingent across a broad spectrum of circumstances. That is why the term relational "work" makes sense: it reflects the production of new or modified meaningful relations/ transactions/ media/ matches by actors involved in economic transactions.
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Relational Variation. To further advance a relational work approach, we must develop fuller accounts of types of variation among relationships. Most economic sociologists have focused on the problematic polarity between embedded and arm"s-length ties or on the relative strength of relations. We need to identify other forms of relational variation, for example by breadth, duration, or emotional weight. The variation we are after, furthermore, goes beyond structure and format to content.
So-called arm"s-length or atomistic ties constitute a special theoretical challenge and also opportunity for relational theory. Here too substantial relational work and relational packages exist but with more tightly scripted cultural scripts. We should closely investigate the relational content and sturdy institutional underpinnings of such relations. From Karin Knorr Cetina and Urs Bruegger"s investigations, for instance, we have evidence that even in the automated world of global financial traders participants engage in interpersonal connections involving not only currencies but information and thus develop mutual obligations. 80 Alex Preda pushes the challenge further by introducing the differential place of relations and interactions in electronic markets which involve not only anonymous others but robots trading financial securities in online markets.
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The scope of relational work. Does relational work apply exclusively to microlevel economic transactions? While I have concentrated on interpersonal interaction, the approach extends to economic activity at the macro-level, including relational work by organizations and legal systems, as in the case of prisons discussed earlier, and including states, as in the example of federal trust funds. Nina Bandelj"s exemplary investigation of foreign direct investment offers a case in point. 82 Countering standard explanations of FDI as driven exclusively by economic efficiency, Bandelj reveals a specific patterning of foreign investment flows between pairs of countries. Drawing from systematic quantitative analyses, she discovers that country pairs featuring higher levels of investment are those that also share a history of cultural, political, migration, and trade relations.
Moreover, ably connecting macro-and micro-levels of action, Bandelj suggests that such aggregate patterns are grounded in the efforts of firm actors within organizations. These participants in FDI, she finds, not only calculate risk and return but engage in negotiations (relational work) which are crucially shaped by actor"s conceptions of appropriate transaction partners, their social ties, and political affinities. We should consider other sites for such macro-level applications well as links between levels of relational work. 83 Additional queries for a relational work agenda include such matters as methods and policy applications: which methodological approach will yield richer information on relational work? Does ethnographic investigation and historical reconstruction, for instance, get us closer to capturing participants" variable understandings of the process involved in matching relations, practices, media, and meanings as well as the continuous negotiation of relations?
Finally, can a relational work agenda translate into policy, and if so, how? Until now, mental accounting experts have been much more successful in influencing policy. 84 This is partly the result of their more restrained confrontation with economic models, including a continuing focus on individual decision-making. The relational account does more than tinker with standard economic prescriptions by emphatically shifting emphasis away from individuals to relations. Designing policies aimed at intervening in relations rather than redirecting individual practices encounter both practical challenges and ideological resistance. 85 Yet understanding how relational packages and relational work organize economic lives can lead to superior solutions. Notice for instance that the revolutionary (if contested) micro-credit experiment is at least partly driven by the recognition of women"s special role in household economic relations. Muhammad Yunus found that women not only repaid loans more often than men but when women controlled the money, their families were more likely to benefit from the income.
In a New York Times editorial, David Brooks suggests that economists" failure to anticipate the financial crisis of 2008 and 2009 have led them to an unprecedented soul-searching. 86 As a result, Brooks notes, economists "are taking baby steps into the world of emotion, social relationships, imagination, love and virtue." Economic sociologists are certainly specialists in at least some features of that world. As this 21
st century unfolds, we should seize the opportunity and responsibility of building on our expertise to offer more realistic Hypothèses (Paris: Publications de la Sorbonne, 2001), 287-298 offers her own valuable analysis of how economic transactions and social relations mingle, showing with fine ethnographic detail the relational work involved in the process. 25 By viable matches I do not mean a morally superior arrangement or that the match is equal and just. Instead I mean it gets the economic work of the relationship done and sustains the relationship. Bad matches between any one of these relations and the economic transactions the parties carry on damage the relations. 26 Zelizer, The Purchase of Intimacy, 34. 27 Ibid., chapter 3. I have applied a similar relational approach to a variety of areas, including consumption (Viviana A. 30 Zatz, "Working at the Boundaries of Markets," 868-870. 31 Zatz, "Working at the Boundaries of Markets," uses a slightly modified conception of "relational packages," 927n318h. Prison labor is only one case in Zatz"s innovative analysis of what he calls "paid nonmarket work", which includes such activities as welfare work programs, graduate student teaching and research assistance, and vocational rehabilitation. 34 Zatz, "Working at the Boundaries of Markets," 869. Zatz, Ibid., 934 points to the racialization of this process. For a catalogue featuring various forms of official prison media, including tokens, coupons, punch cards, and charge systems, see
